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The two-dimensional equilibrium shapes and structures of adatom or vacancy islands on the (132) missing-
row ~MR! reconstructed Au~110! surface have special characteristics. One type of island has steps parallel to
the MR’s on opposite sides of the island, which differ both in structure and in formation energy. Hence, the
polar step free-energy plot is asymmetric with respect to the Wulff point, and one also expects an asymmetric
island contour via the Wulff construction. However, the equilibrium shape of these islands does appear to be
symmetric. We show that the Wulff point and the island center do not necessarily coincide and explain how a
symmetric equilibrium shape can result from an asymmetric Wulff plot. A second island type has identical
steps on opposite sides, which are curved into an almond shape with sharp corners. The Wulff constructions of
both types of islands are calculated analytically, and the temperature dependence of the contour shapes is
investigated. The results are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.
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The equilibrium shape of a two-dimensional ~vacancy!
island on a flat crystal surface can be constructed from the
polar plot of the step free energy f (f) by applying the two-
dimensional version of the well-known Wulff construction.1,2
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the construction for the case of
Cu~110! at 400 K. To every point of the polar plot, a line
segment is drawn from the origin W ~Wulff point!, such as
the one in the upper left quadrant. At the end point of this
line segment, a perpendicular line is constructed. When all
the latter lines are combined, as in the upper right quadrant,
the interior contour has the shape which minimizes the total
free energy of the island for a fixed total island area. This
graphical construction is equivalent to applying a Legendre
transform to the polar free energy plot.4,5
A popular method to determine ratios between step free
energies is to apply the inverse Wulff construction to images
of two-dimensional islands. One identifies the Wulff point as
the center of mass of an island and then applies the Wulff
construction in reverse order to obtain the step free-energy
plot to within a constant scale factor.6,7 In addition, the tem-
perature dependence of the island shape can be used to ob-
tain an absolute scale for the step free energies.8
In Secs. II and III of the current paper we show that the
inverse Wulff construction cannot always be performed. In
some cases the Wulff point W does not coincide with the
center of the island. This peculiar situation can occur for
islands on a reconstructed surface, such as Au~110! (132)
and Pt~110! (132). In general, in the Wulff construction of
any one-, two-, or three-dimensional structure with a broken
symmetry, the Wulff point falls outside the structure’s center.
In Sec. IV we develop a method to calculate free energies of
steps on a missing-row reconstructed surface. We apply this
method to the two-dimensional Ising model and to two dif-
ferent approximations. In Sec. V the equilibrium shapes of
two types of island on Au~110! as a function of temperature0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205421~14!/$20.00 65 2054are determined via Wulff constructions, and results of the
three models are compared to results of Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Finally, some more exceptional characteristics of the
islands are explained, such as the presence of cusplike
maxima in the free-energy plot and of sharp corners in the
equilibrium shape at nonzero temperature and the diverging
of the aspect ratio.
II. ISLANDS ON AU110
Figure 2~a! is a sphere model of the Au~110! surface seen
from above. It shows the (132) missing-row reconstruction
~MRR!: every second atom row along the @11¯0# direction is
missing. As a consequence, the distance along the @001# di-
rection between two atom rows, which we will call the MRR
period, is doubled to 2A2 times the interatomic distance
along the @11¯0# direction. Also shown in Fig. 2~a! is a va-
cancy island of one monolayer deep. Such islands can be
made by mild sputtering of a flat Au~110! surface.9 Scanning
tunneling microscopy ~STM! on the sputtered surface has
shown that MRR is present inside all vacancy islands. MRR
is found even within the smallest vacancy islands of just one
atom row wide.9 The vacancy island in Fig. 2~a! has a width
of four MRR periods. MRR forces the island to adopt an
asymmetric internal structure: the four atom rows inside the
island could equally likely be placed one-half MRR period to
the right. Figure 2~b! shows a cross section of the island
along AB . The left and right steps are different in structure.
We call the one on the left a ~331! step, because a sequence
of these steps would form a Au~331! surface; for the same
reason, we call the one on the right a ~111! step. In Fig. 2~a!
the structures of the kinks that occur in the two steps can be
seen, which we will call ~331! and ~111! kinks. The creation
energy of a kink can be split into two contributions:10 the
energy of the added step segment and the corner energy,
defined as the sum of the energies of the kink’s convex and
concave corners. A ~331! and a ~111! kink both contain a©2002 The American Physical Society21-1
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@11¯0# direction, but the corners have different structures. In
the schematic top view of the vacancy island of Fig. 2~c!, the
different types of steps and kinks are indicated: the solid
lines represent ~331! steps and the dashed lines ~111! steps.
The ~111! step has a denser packing than the ~331! step @Fig.
2~b!#, and its formation energy is substantially lower.11
Therefore, we may expect that also the free energy of a ~111!
step is lower than that of a ~331! step. Thus, in the polar
free-energy plot, the distance from the Wulff point to the
~111! step ~free energy! will be shorter than the distance to
the ~331! step ~free energy!. This possibility of a Wulff con-
struction with different free energies for opposite step direc-
tions was mentioned before by Van Beijeren and Nolden.12
The consequence for the case of Au~110! is that the Wulff
plot cannot have mirror symmetry with respect to the @11¯0#
axis through the Wulff point. If we apply the Wulff construc-
tion, we can never obtain an average island contour that is
symmetric with respect to this axis, and one may therefore
expect to find an asymmetric island shape.
III. SYMMETRY OF THE ISLAND
When the step free energy is different for two different
step orientations, the island shape usually reflects this, with
the lower-energy step orientation represented more promi-
nently than the other one. Therefore, we might naively ex-
pect to find more of the ~111! step than of the ~331! step in
the vacancy islands on Au~110!. This, however, is impos-
sible, because the left and right sides of an island simply
FIG. 1. Polar plot of the free energy f (f) of steps on Cu~110! at
400 K ~thin curve!. Energies are expressed in meV/Å. The Wulff
construction is used to determine the equilibrium shape of islands
on this surface ~thick curve!. The step free energy at each angle f
has been calculated under the assumption that the formation energy
for each step configuration is a simple sum of formation energies of
atomic step segments along the two symmetry directions @001# and
@11¯0# . For these we used values of e [001]5102 meV per lattice
spacing along @001#, of 3.61 Å, and e [11¯0]59 meV per lattice spac-
ing along @11¯0# , of 2.55 Å, obtained from effective-medium-theory
calculations Ref. 3. The directions of the @11¯0# and @001# steps are
indicated by the arrows.20542must have the same length. This means that the islands can-
not adopt an asymmetric contour as a consequence of the
difference in the energies of ~111! steps and ~331! steps
~from here on, we will use the word ‘‘symmetry’’ to indicate
mirror symmetry with respect to the @11¯0# direction!. The
only way for the island to break its symmetry is to have more
kinks on one side of the island than on the other ~Fig. 3!.
This can happen as the consequence of a difference in kink
energies. If, for example, the formation energy of a ~331!
kink, ekink(331) , were lower than that of a ~111! kink,
ekink(111) , each island would on average contain more ~331!
kinks, making shapes like the one in Fig. 3~a! more favorable
than shapes like in Fig. 3~b!. In this case, the average island
shape would be more rounded on the ~331! side and
straighter on the ~111! side.
The STM experiments performed in Ref. 9 show that the
average island shape is symmetric. Both types of kink appear
with the same frequency. From the numbers of kinks counted
in the images, the two kink energies were calculated to be
equal within 1.2 meV, which is 6 permille of the total kink
energy. Of course, asymmetric island shapes like Fig. 3~a! do
occur, but their mirror images @Fig. 3~b!# occur with pre-
cisely the same frequency, because the two shapes have the
same formation energy. It is the average island shape, which
is symmetric.13
Still, the polar free-energy plot is asymmetric. How can
an asymmetric polar-step free-energy plot produce a symmet-
ric island contour? This counterintuitive situation is illus-
FIG. 2. ~a! Sphere model of a vacancy island in the (132)
reconstructed Au~110! surface. ~b! Cross section along AB . As a
consequence of the missing-row reconstruction inside and outside
the vacancy island, the steps at the left and right sides of the va-
cancy island are different. ~c! Schematic top view of the island
contour. The ~331! steps are indicated with solid lines and the ~111!
steps with dashed lines.1-2
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remarkable characteristics. The construction is very asym-
metric: the Wulff point W lies at a large distance from the
island center. Yet the island shape is perfectly symmetric.
The polar free-energy plot is also very asymmetric with re-
spect to the Wulff point. For example, the minimum on the
right is much deeper than the one on the left. At first sight,
the polar energy plot may look symmetric with respect to a
displaced origin, like the island shape, but this is not the
case. The island contour and the polar free-energy plot coin-
cide in four points. The first two lie on the short axis of the
island. The other two points do not lie on the long axis of the
island, but a little distance to the left of it. These two points
coincide with the highest values of the step free energy.14
Figure 5 demonstrates how the symmetry in the island
contour arises. The center ~symmetry point! of the island
contour lies at a distance d from the Wulff point W. To find
FIG. 3. In each of the two mirrored vacancy islands in ~a! and
~b! the total length of the ~331! step is identical to the total length of
the ~111! step. Therefore, the total energies of the @11¯0#-oriented
parts of the steps of islands A and B are equal. If the energies of
~331! and ~111! kinks are equal, the two islands have the same total
formation energy. In that case, every island shape will occur with
the same frequency as its mirror image and the average island con-
tour will be symmetric.
FIG. 4. The symmetric contour of a vacancy island on Au~110!
(132) obtained via the Wulff construction of an asymmetric polar
free-energy plot. The energies are expressed in meV/Å. The direc-
tions of the @11¯0# and @001# steps are indicated by the arrows.20542the condition for shape symmetry, we apply the inverse
Wulff construction to the island shape. Let us select two
points on the symmetric island contour: one arbitrary point
and its mirror image with respect to the island’s symmetry
axis. Through these two points lines are drawn tangential to
the island. Because of the required symmetry, these two lines
run under the same angle f with respect to the symmetry
axis. Next, we draw two lines, perpendicular to the tangent
lines, which both intersect the Wulff point. The indicated
lengths along these perpendicular lines are proportional to
the free energies f (f) and f (p-f) of steps with orientations
represented by normal vectors at angles f and p-f with the
horizontal axis. The complete polar-step free-energy plot is
constructed by repeating this operation for all angles f . The
symmetry condition can now easily be formulated in terms
of the width s indicated in Fig. 5. On the one hand,
s5$ f ~p2f!1 f ~f!%/cos~f!, ~1!
while, on the other hand, the symmetry requires
s52$d1 f ~f!/cos~f!%. ~2!
If we combine Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, it follows that the Wulff
construction produces a symmetric island with a distance d
between the island center and the Wulff point, if for all
angles f
f ~p2f!5 f ~f!12d cos~f!. ~3!
This may seem a very peculiar condition, but as we show in
the next section, it is relatively easily satisfied on Au~110!
and similar surfaces.
IV. STEP FREE ENERGY
To calculate the equilibrium shape of vacancy islands on
Au~110! we have to know the free energy f per unit length of
an infinitely long step, for all step directions. In this section
we derive expressions for the orientation-dependent step free
energy f (f) for a simple model of the Au~110! surface, in
which the formation energy of every step configuration is a
simple sum of energies of individual step segments along the
FIG. 5. Condition on the step free energy to produce a symmet-
ric island contour via the Wulff construction. As derived in the text,
when the condition f (p2f)5 f (f)12d cos(f) is satisfied for all
angles f , the shape of the island is mirror symmetric with respect to
a symmetry axis at a distance d from the Wulff point W.1-3
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f (f) for a surface with rectangular symmetry from the step
free energy for square symmetry. In order to apply the result
to the special case of Au~110!, which has two different types
of steps along @11¯0# , we separate f into the ground-state
energy and the free-energy contribution stemming from fluc-
tuations in the step position. Finally, we derive an explicit
expression for f (f) within the two-dimensional Ising model
as well as two different approximations, each of which ig-
nores fluctuations along one particular direction.
A. From a square lattice to a rectangular lattice
It is straightforward to derive an expression for the free
energy per unit length of a step on a rectangular surface,
f rect(ex ,ey ,f ,T), starting from a model that describes the
step free energy f sq(ex ,ey ,f ,T) on a square surface, on the
basis of the formation energies of individual step segments
~e.g., lattice units! along the x direction, ex , and along the y
direction, ey . Compare the square and rectangular geom-
etries in Fig. 6. The step on the rectangular surface making
an angle f with the y axis and with a length L has the same
total free energy F as the step on the square surface, with
angle f˜ and length L˜ . If the lattice spacings of the rectangu-
lar surface are pa and qa , the following relations hold:
L˜
L 5
sin f
p sin f˜
~4!
and
f˜ 5arctanS qptan~f! D . ~5!
Therefore, the free energy on the rectangular surface be-
comes
FIG. 6. Steps on a square lattice, with lattice spacing a, and on
a rectangular lattice, with lattice spacings pa and qa . The steps
span the same numbers of step segments, in both the x direction and
the y direction. If a step segment on the square lattice in the x
direction has the same energy ex as a step segment on the rectan-
gular lattice in the x direction, and the same holds for the y direc-
tion, then the total step free energy F is equal for the two steps. The
relations between the corresponding step lengths L↔L˜ and angles
f↔f˜ are derived in the text.20542f rect~ex ,ey ,f ,T !5
F~ex ,ey ,f ,T !
L
5
L˜
L f sq~ex ,ey ,f˜ ,T !
5
sin~f!
p sinFarctanS qptan~f! D G
3 f sqXex ,ey ,arctanS qptan~f! D ,T C. ~6!
B. Energetics of a missing-row surface
Figure 7~a! is a schematic representation of a piece of step
on Au~110!. It is built up from three types of unit elements:
~i! a single step segment along the @001# direction, with a
length of the MRR period, i.e., 2 times the lattice constant of
Au of a54.08 Å, and a formation energy e [001] ; ~ii! a single
segment of a step along the @11¯0# direction of the ~111!
type, with a length of the atomic spacing along this direction,
of a/A2, and an energy e111 ; ~iii! a single ~331!-step seg-
ment, also with a length of a/A2, but with an energy e331 .
The combination of a single ~331!-step segment and a single
~111!-step segment forms the lowest-energy excitation of a
@001# step. We will refer to such fluctuations as parallel fluc-
tuations ~bold arrows in Fig. 7!, because the extra step seg-
ments are parallel to the missing rows. Similarly, we define
the combination of two @001#-step segments in opposite di-
rections as a perpendicular fluctuation ~thin arrows in Fig. 7!.
From Ref. 9 we know that the energies of ~111! and ~331!
kinks are equal to within 6 permille and that they are, to a
very good approximation, equal to the energy of a @001#-step
segment15 ~see Sec. III!. With this information, we can ex-
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of step configurations on
Au~110!. ~a! A step configuration with fluctuations in both the @001#
and @11¯0# directions. Configurations with both types of fluctuations
are considered in the two-dimensional Ising model ~see Sec. IV D!.
~b! A step configuration with fluctuations only in the @001# direc-
tion, as considered by the perpendicular fluctuation approximation
of Carlon and van Beijeren ~Ref. 19! ~see Sec. IV E!. ~c! A step
with fluctuations only in the @11¯0# direction, as considered in the
alternative, parallel fluctuation approximation ~see Sec. IV F!.1-4
ASYMMETRIC AND SYMMETRIC WULFF CONSTRUCTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205421FIG. 8. A step configuration with length L and angle f on a rectangular lattice with lattice spacings pa in the x direction and qa in the
y direction and step segment energies ex and ey . The total energy E of the step configuration can be split into a ground-state contribution
Eground and a fluctuation contribution E f luct . The step segments that contribute to the ground-state energy ~thin lines! can be seen by looking
from the left and from the top to the step configuration. The remaining step segments, which form the fluctuations, can be put into a closed
loop, as there are as many step segments upwards as downwards and as many to the left as to the right.press the formation energy of any step configuration as the
sum of step segment formation energies of the three types,
introduced above.
C. Separating energy contributions from the ground state
and from fluctuations
We face a problem when trying to derive the free energy
of a step on a missing-row reconstructed surface f MRR , start-
ing from a model for the step free energy f rect(ex ,ey ,f ,T)
on an unreconstructed, rectangular surface. While on the un-
reconstructed surface there is just one type of step segment
parallel to the MR’s, on the reconstructed surface there exist
two. The solution to this problem is not difficult, but has, to
our knowledge, not been presented before. Our method is to
distinguish between two separate contributions to the free
energy of a step on the simple rectangular lattice ~see Fig. 8!:
namely, the ground-state energy and free energy due to fluc-
tuations in the step position. Any configuration of a finite
piece of step, which spans a distance L along direction f ,
consists of at least Lusin fu/pa x-step segments and
Lucos fu/qa y-step segments, where pa and qa are the
lengths of step segments along x and y. Therefore, the
ground-state contribution to the step free energy per unit
length is
eground5
Eground
L 5
ex
pa usin fu1
ey
qa ucos fu. ~7!
If the ground-state energy is subtracted from f rect , the re-
maining part of the free energy is due to fluctuations:
f f luct5 f rect2eground5 f rect2
ex
pa usin fu2
ey
qa ucos fu.
~8!
One part of the fluctuation free energy f f luct accounts for the
configurational entropy of the step segments of which the
formation energy is already covered by eground . In addition,
f f luct contains the free energy related to the introduction of
extra step segments, i.e., of parallel and perpendicular fluc-
tuations in the step configuration, as introduced in Sec. IV B.
In these fluctuations, the step segments always come in pairs,20542i.e., ~111!1~331! or 23@001# . We can now rewrite Eqs. ~7!
and ~8! to describe the specific case of a missing-row recon-
structed surface. We choose f50 for a ~111! step and con-
sequently f5p for a ~331! step. For 2p/2<f<p/2, the
ground state of a configuration consists of only ~111!-step
segments and @001#-step segments. For these angles, we as-
sociate ex with e [001] and ey with e111 in the ground-state
contribution @Eq. ~7!#. For p/2<f<3p/2 the ground-state
configuration consists of only ~331!-step segments and
@001#-step segments, so that we substitute ey with e331 ,
while ex still stands for e [001] in Eq. ~7!. Because a fluctua-
tion in the y direction is a combination of one ~111! and one
~331! step, ey has to be replaced with (e1111e331)/2 in the
fluctuation term @Eq. ~8!#, while also, for this term, ex
5e [001] . With p52 and q51/A2, we find for the step free
energy on a missing-row reconstructed surface:
FIG. 9. If the step free energies of two different Wulff construc-
tions differ by an amount d cos f where f is the angle of the step
with the @11¯0# direction, the two resulting island shapes are iden-
tical. If the two Wulff constructions are plotted in one polar dia-
gram, the two islands are shifted with respect to each other over a
distance d in the @001# direction. This is the case for an island on a
MRR surface with step segment energies e111 and e331 in the @11¯0#
direction ~solid curve! and an island on a simple rectangular surface
with a step segment energy (e1111e331)/2 in the @11¯0# direction
~dotted curve!.1-5
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Wulff construction on our model MRR surface produces a
symmetric island shape with a distance d5(e331
2e111)/A2a between the island center and the Wulff point,
irrespective of the specific model employed for f rect .
According to Eq. ~9!, the difference between the step free
energies f MR for a MRR surface and f rect for a simple rect-
angular surface is equal to d cos f, for each step orientation
f ~see Fig. 9!. The corresponding displacement of d cos f
between the tangent lines in the two Wulff constructions is
equivalent to a horizontal, i.e., @001#-oriented shift over a
distance d for all orientations f . As a result, the entire Wulff
shape is translated along @001# and is completely identical to
the shape for a surface with equal energies for the two step
types along @11¯0# , of (e1111e331)/2. This has to be so, be-
cause a substitution of (e1111e331)/2 for e111 as well as for
e331 leaves the creation energy of an island with an arbitrary
contour shape unchanged. Note that the polar free-energy
plots do have different shapes for the two cases.
In the following three subsections we will apply Eq. ~9! to
three different choices for f rect . The first model that we will
treat is the two-dimensional anisotropic Ising model,16,17
which considers both parallel and perpendicular fluctuations
and gives the exact step free energy for all temperatures and
angles, as long as the energy can be calculated as a simple
sum of step segment energies. The two-dimensional Ising
model also takes into consideration step configurations with
clusters of adatoms on the lower terrace and vacancy clusters
inside the higher terrace. The second and third choices for
f rect are for two different applications of the anisotropic one-
dimensional solid-on-solid model,18 which allows only fluc-
tuations in a single direction. First we will study the case that
only fluctuations perpendicular to the missing row direction
are allowed, and then we will consider the one-dimensional
solid-on-solid model with only fluctuations parallel to the20542MR’s. In both one-dimensional solid-on-solid models, con-
figurations with adatom or vacancy clusters are forbidden.
Results for the three models will be compared in Sec. V.
D. Two-dimensional Ising model
First, we calculate the step free energy on Au~110! using
the two-dimensional anisotropic Ising model, in which both
parallel and perpendicular fluctuations are allowed. Equation
~3! of Ref. 17, in combination with Eqs. ~6! and ~9!, leads to
the step free energy
f Ising~f!5
1
2ba a1F arctanS tan fA8 D G usin fu
1
A2
ba
a2F arctanS tan fA8 D G ucos fu
1
e1112e331
A2a
cos f , ~10!
with
a1~f!5arccoshF ~c22n2!sin2f1m2cos2f
mc~sin2f!1 jm G , ~11!
a2~f!5arccoshF ~c22m2!cos2f1n2sin2f
nc~cos2f!1 jn G , ~12!
j5AS c2sin 2f D
2
1cos 2f~m2cos2f2n2sin2f!,
~13!
c5~11e22be[001]!~11e2b(e1111e331)!, ~14!1-6
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and
n52e2b(e1111e331)/2~12e22be[001]!. ~16!
The factors A2 for the cosine, 1/2 for the sine, and 1/A8 for
the tangent reflect the ratio between the lengths of step seg-
ments parallel and perpendicular to the missing rows.
E. Perpendicular fluctuation approximation
Next, we calculate the step free energy on Au~110! using
a one-dimensional solid-on-solid model.18 This model con-
siders steps containing excursions in only one direction. Be-
cause we know that a ~331!-step segment is higher in energy
than a ~111!-step segment, it seems logical to consider only
step configurations consisting of ~111!- and @001#-step seg-
ments, such as shown in Fig. 7~b!. This approximation was
used by Carlon and van Beijeren19 for the calculation of the
free energy of ~111! steps, probably because it avoided the
difficulty introduced by the existence of two different step
types along the @11¯0# direction. We will call this model the
perpendicular fluctuation approximation, because the al-
lowed fluctuations are all in the direction perpendicular to
the missing rows. For steps parallel to the missing rows (f
’0 and f’p) this is a good approximation, but for steps
perpendicular to the missing rows (f’p/2 and f’3p/2)
the model breaks down, because such steps simply cannot
fluctuate in the @001# direction. In this model, the expression
for the free energy per unit length of an infinitely long ~111!
step with an angle f to the missing rows has been shown to
be18,19
f’ ,111~f!5e [001]
usin fu
2a 1e111
A2ucos fu
a
1@ ln z¯~f!2be [001]#
usin fu
2ba
1F lnS 2 cosh~be [001]!2@z¯~f!11/z¯~f!#2 sinh~be [001]! D G
3
A2ucos fu
ba
, ~17!
where b51/(kT) and
z¯~f!5
cosh~be [001]! t¯~f!1A11sinh2~be [001]! t¯2~f!
11 t¯~f!
,
~18!
with
t¯~f!5utan~f!u/2A2, ~19!
and a is the lattice constant of Au ~4.08 Å!. The first two
terms in Eq. ~17! represent the ground-state energy of the20542step. By substitution of Eq. ~17! into Eq. ~9!, the expression
for the step free energy in the perpendicular fluctuation ap-
proximation becomes
f’~f!5@ ln z¯~f!#
usin fu
2ba 1
e1112e331
A2a
cos~f!
1Fb e1111e3312
1lnS 2 cosh~be [001]!2@z¯~f!11/z¯~f!#2 sinh~be [001]! D G
3
A2ucos fu
ba
. ~20!
F. Parallel fluctuation approximation
By contrast with the assumption underlying the perpen-
dicular fluctuation approximation, perpendicular fluctuations
are never observed in STM images ~at low and modest tem-
peratures!, and they are only expected to occur at high tem-
peratures near the phase transition of the Au~110! surface. At
lower temperatures, almost all fluctuations are parallel to the
missing-row ~MR! direction,20–22 as illustrated in Fig. 7~c!.
The reason for this is that the formation energy of a @001#-
step segment, perpendicular to the MR’s, is high, e [001]
5200 meV.11 The formation energy of a single perpendicu-
lar fluctuation is 2 times this amount, 400 meV. The forma-
tion energy of a parallel fluctuation is the sum of the forma-
tion energies e331 of a ~331!-step segment and e111 of a
~111!-step segment, which is as low as 19 meV.11,23 There-
fore a model that considers only steps with parallel fluctua-
tions should provide a much better approximation to the step
free energy. We will call this the parallel fluctuation approxi-
mation. It is good for steps perpendicular to the MR’s (f
’p/2 and f’3p/2), but it makes less sense for steps par-
allel to the MR’s (f’0 and f’p), because the latter steps
can only contain perpendicular fluctuations.
The solid-on-solid model @e.g., Eq. ~7! of Ref. 17#, in
combination with Eqs. ~6! and ~9!, immediately produces the
step free energy per unit length in the parallel fluctuation
approximation:
f i~f!5
e1112e331
A2a
cos f1
ln z~f!A2ucos fu
ba
1e [001]
usin fu
2a
1lnS 2 coshb~e3311e111!/22@z~f!11/z~f!#2 sinh~b~e3311e111!/2! D
3
usin fu
2ba , ~21!
with1-7
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cosh@b~e3311e111!/2#t~f!1A11sinh2@b~e3311e111!/2#t2~f!
11t~f! ~22!and
t~f!52A2ucot~f!u. ~23!
This result can also be obtained from Eq. ~17! by an appro-
priate scale transformation and replacement of step segment
energies for the ground state of the step and for the fluctua-
tions.
V. EQUILIBRIUM ISLAND SHAPE
In this section we employ the three descriptions of the
step free energy f (f) on Au~110! to predict the equilibrium
shapes of two different types of islands on this surface,
namely, the asymmetric islands, introduced in Secs. II and
III, and a symmetric-type island that can be formed by more
complex step combinations.
A. Free energy of asymmetric islands
The temperature-dependent contour of the asymmetric va-
cancy islands can be seen in Fig. 10, for each of the three
approximations to the step free-energy. The thin lines are the
free energy curves and the thick lines are the island contours.
The dotted lines represent the Ising model and the parallel
fluctuation approximation, which cannot be distinguished on
this scale for temperatures up to at least 400 K. At 600 K, the
Ising free energy and island contour are described better by
the results from the perpendicular fluctuation approximation,20542for a narrow range of step orientations around @11¯0# indi-
cated with the solid lines. On this scale, the inner contours of
the parallel and perpendicular fluctuation free-energy curves
coincide for all temperatures with the corresponding curve of
the Ising model, and the same holds for the island shapes. In
reality, both solid-on-solid-approximations coincide with the
exact Ising expression for the step free energy only at 0 K, as
there is no entropy in play. However, because both approxi-
mations do not consider all possible step configurations ~Fig.
7!, they both overestimate all free-energy values at all non-
zero temperatures. This means, that for each (f ,T) combi-
nation, the lowest step free energy predicted by the two ap-
proximations is closest to the true step free energy of the
Ising model.
The previous argument is not entirely correct, because
there is, apart from the allowed directions of fluctuations,
one additional difference between the Ising model and the
solid-on-solid models: the Ising model includes the possibil-
ity of forming extra clusters of adatoms on the lower terrace
and clusters of vacancies inside the higher terrace, which is
not permitted in the solid-on-solid models. The step free en-
ergy is defined as the difference between the free energies of
a surface with and without a step. When a step is introduced,
the contribution to the free energy of the adatom and vacancy
clusters is lowered, since the clusters at the position of the
step are forbidden. This increases the Ising step free energy
slightly. The surprising consequence is that the results for theFIG. 10. Wulff constructions for the Ising model and the parallel fluctuation approximation ~dotted curves! and the perpendicular
fluctuation approximation ~solid curves!, for different temperatures. The thin curves are the step free-energies and the thick curves are the
equilibrium island shapes. On this scale, the step free energy of the Ising model coincides with the combined inner contour of the free energy
curves for the two solid-on-solid approximations. Similarly, the Ising island shape follows the inner contour of the two other island shapes.
For all three models the shape is perfectly symmetric at all temperatures. The dots are the results of Monte Carlo calculations of the step free
energy. The energies are indicated as meV/Å. Used step segment energies are e11153.7 meV, e331515.3 meV, and e [001]5200 meV
~Refs. 11 and 15!. The directions of the @11¯0# and @001# steps are indicated by the arrows.1-8
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the Ising model for the @001# step orientation, while the re-
sults for the perpendicular approximation are identical to
those for the Ising model for both types of @11¯0#-steps.
These identities hold for all temperatures.24 However, for all
other directions, the free energy of the Ising model is lower
than the free energies of both solid-on-solid
approximations.25
Parallel fluctuations exist already at low temperatures, due
to their low creation energy. Therefore, the free energy of a
@001# step, which can, to first approximation ~no ‘‘over-
hangs,’’ i.e., no perpendicular fluctuations on top of parallel
excursions!, only contain parallel fluctuations, is approxi-
mated best by the parallel fluctuation model, rather than by
the perpendicular fluctuation model, which just gives the cre-
ation energy for this step direction. Because perpendicular
fluctuations occur only at high temperatures, due to their
high creation energy, the free energy of a @11¯0# step, which
can, to first approximation, only contain perpendicular fluc-
tuations, is almost equal to its creation energy and can there-
fore be described by either of the two solid-on-solid models
for temperatures that are not too high. When perpendicular
fluctuations become important, the parallel fluctuation ap-
proximation fails for the @11¯0# steps. However, this is the
case only at very high temperatures. As can be seen from
Fig. 10, f i is indeed the better description of the step free
energy for most step directions at all temperatures. Only for
steps almost parallel to the @11¯0# direction, f’ yields a bet-
ter approximation. As a consequence, the island shape pre-
dicted by the perpendicular approximation lies outside the
one predicted by the parallel approximation, except for small
portions on the @11¯0# sides of the shape that lie on the
inside. When the temperature is raised, these portions in-
crease. This can be seen from the shapes at 600 K in Fig. 10.
The figure also shows results of Monte Carlo ~MC! calcula-
tions of the free energy ~see the Appendix!. In the MC simu-
lation, both parallel and perpendicular fluctuations were al-
lowed. The difference between the model used for the MC
calculations and the Ising model is that the MC simulation
did not allow for step configurations with adatom clusters on
the lower terrace or vacancies in the higher terrace. Never-
theless, even for high temperatures, the MC results coincide
nicely with the free energy from the Ising model, which
shows that such clusters have a negligible effect on the step
free energies.
B. Temperature dependence of asymmetric islands
The contour shapes of the islands in Fig. 10 are, for all
temperatures, totally symmetric with respect to the same
symmetry axis at a distance d5(e3312e111)/A2 from the
Wulff point. At 0 K the island shape is rectangular. For any
nonzero temperature, there are no straight steps, steps being
rough at all finite temperatures. When the temperature is in-
creased, the contour shape initially becomes shorter, while
the width stays ~nearly! constant. At 600 K, also a change in
the width can be seen. When the temperature is increased
even further, the step free energy of the ~111! step becomes20542zero. At that temperature, the surface can create ~111! steps
without raising its free energy. As a consequence, the surface
goes through the so-called roughening transition, which is of
the Kosterlitz-Thouless type.26 It may seem that a prolifera-
tion of ~111! steps is impossible without the generation of an
equally high density of ~331! steps. This would mean that the
islands, including ~111! steps with a negative free energy,
would be ~meta!stable, because the sum of the ~111!- and
~331!-step free energies is positive. However, alternative step
configurations are possible, which have only ~111! steps, and
completely avoid ~331! steps.11 Therefore, a Wulff construc-
tion with a Wulff point lying outside the equilibrium island
shape, such as proposed by van Beijeren and Nolden,12 will
not occur on this surface. In reality, another phase transition
is thought to take place close to, but possibly below the
roughening transition. When the free energy of domain
boundaries in the MRR becomes zero, the MRR vanishes.
This is called the deconstruction transition, first found by
Wolf et al. in a low-energy electron diffraction ~LEED! ex-
periment on Au~110!.27 Bak predicted that the deconstruction
is of the Ising type,28 after which Campuzano et al. were the
first to report experimental evidence for the Ising character
of the transition.29 The first detailed theoretical description of
the transition for the specific case of a MR reconstructed
surface, such as Au~110!, was given by Villain and Vilfan.30
The interplay between the two phase transitions, noticed al-
ready in Ref. 30, was worked out by Vilfan and Villain31 and
den Nijs.32 Spro¨sser et al. found the two transitions to occur
on Au~110! at separate temperatures in a thermal energy
atom scattering ~TEAS! experiment.33 A similar conclusion
was reached in medium-energy ion scattering ~MEIS! experi-
ments by Romahn et al.34 Mazzeo et al.35 and Barbier
et al.36 also found separate transitions in Monte Carlo simu-
lation studies. Sturmat et al. have attempted to observe the
two transitions with STM.20,21
If the deconstruction transition takes place at a lower tem-
perature, separate from the roughening transition, the rough-
ening transition takes place on a deconstructed surface, the
so-called disordered flat phase.37 The models, treated in the
present paper, are only valid for the (132) reconstructed
Au~110! surface, i.e., not for the disordered flat phase. They
should therefore be expected to yield bad estimates for the
roughening temperature.
C. Symmetric islands
The symmetric shape with both ~111! and ~331! steps,
described in the previous section and illustrated in Figs. 4
and 10, is only observed for relatively small vacancy islands
~typically below 80 nm2). All structures on Au~110! with
~331! steps appear to be metastable.9 Although ~331!-step
segments occur in combination with ~111!-step segments as
fluctuations in @001# steps, extended ~331! steps are only
found in experiments, when created artificially by low dose
sputtering of the Au~110! surface. All larger adatom and va-
cancy islands adopt alternative configurations, with ~111!
steps on both sides. The resulting problem with the phase of
the missing-row reconstruction ~see Fig. 2! is eliminated by
introducing networks of steps.11 A pattern of crossing steps is1-9
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hand sides of islands and a mirrored family of intersecting
steps forming the left-hand sides. In this way, all steps are of
the low-energy ~111! type, while the creation of domain
boundaries in the MRR is avoided. A second solution exists
in configurations with four steps, two upward and two down-
ward, which all end in the same two points, which are called
termination sites.11 This results in, e.g., double-height is-
lands, where the upper and lower levels ‘‘touch’’ in two
points.11
The contour shape of vacancy and adatom islands on
Au~110! with ~111! steps on both sides can easily be derived
from Eq. ~10!, ~20!, or ~21! via a slightly modified Wulff
construction. The polar-step free-energy plot is made sym-
metric in this case, by forcing it to consist of the free energy
of ~111!-like steps on both sides. Therefore, we can find the
shape by mirroring the right part of the step free energy plot
and island shape of Fig. 11~a! in the vertical @11¯0# axis
through the Wulff point @Fig. 11~b!#. The formulas for the
step free energy of the almonds in the Ising model and in the
perpendicular and parallel fluctuation approximations can
therefore easily be obtained from the asymmetric island free
energies, Eqs. ~10!, ~20!, and ~21!, by replacing all cos f
terms with ucos fu. The result has a peculiar, sharp-cornered,
almondlike shape, which was also predicted in Ref. 19 from
the Wulff construction within the perpendicular fluctuation
approximation @Eq. ~20!# and which is indeed observed on
Au~110!.11 In Ref. 15, the energies of the different step seg-
ments, e331 , e111 , and e [001] , have been determined from fits
of the Wulff construction in Fig. 11~b! to the observed shapes
at a range of temperatures. In particular, the angle
2f0(e331 ,e111 ,e [001] ,T) of the sharp corner of the observed
almonds @Fig. 11~b!# and the island aspect ratio
A(e331 ,e111 ,e [001] ,T)5l/b , with l the length and b the width
FIG. 11. ~a! Wulff construction of a metastable vacancy island
in Au~110! for T5400 K, according to the Ising model. The stable
equilibrium shape of islands on Au~110!, with only ~111!-type steps,
can be obtained by mirroring the ~111! side ~thick line! of the asym-
metric Wulff construction in the ~vertical! @11¯0# axis through the
Wulff point. ~b! Wulff construction of the stable equilibrium shape
of adatom and vacancy islands for T5400 K. The aspect ratio is
defined as l/b and 2f0 is the sharp angle of the almond-shaped
island. The energies are expressed in meV/Å. The directions of the
@11¯0# and @001# steps are indicated by the arrows.205421of the contour shape @Fig. 11~b!#, were fitted. It was possible
to obtain values for all step free energies, because the sum
e3311e11151961 meV had been measured independently
in Ref. 23. The results for the step segment energies are
e11153.760.5 meV, e331515.361.1 meV, and e [001]
5200660 meV. These are the values used for all Wulff
constructions in this paper.
Figure 12 compares f Ising , f i , f’ , and Monte Carlo
simulation results for almond-shaped islands at T5600 K.
As for the asymmetric islands in Sec. V A, the exact Ising
shape is approximated best by f i over almost the entire range
of step orientations. There is only a small range around the
@11¯0#-step direction, for which f’ provides the better ap-
proximation to f Ising . It is exactly this range that determines
the width b of the almond @see Fig. 11~b!# via the Wulff
FIG. 12. Comparison of f Ising , f’ , f i and MC calculations for
almond-shaped islands at T5600 K. The energies are expressed in
meV/Å. The directions of the @11¯0# and @001# steps are indicated
by the arrows. On the scale of the left panel, f Ising and f i ~dotted
line! coincide, while f’ ~solid! is higher for almost all angles. As
can be seen from the magnified insets, only for a small range of
orientations around the @11¯0#-step direction is f’ lower than f i . In
the lower magnified inset, free-energy values obtained with the
Ising model are indicated with square dots. On this scale, the free-
energy values obtained with the Ising model cannot be distin-
guished from the inner contour of the free energies of the two
solid-on-solid models. f’ has a minimum for steps along @11¯0# and
a maximum cusp for steps along @001#, while f i has maxima ~cusps!
in both directions. The dots are the results of Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the free energy. In the upper magnified inset it can be seen
that the Monte Carlo points always almost coincide with the Ising
model and the lower of the two solid-on-solid free energy values.
The fact that most of the values obtained from the MC simulation
are slightly higher is a consequence of the finite length of the steps
in the simulation.-10
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model and the parallel fluctuation approximation
~dotted curves!, the perpendicular fluctuation ap-
proximation ~solid curves!, and from MC calcu-
lations ~dots!, of ~111!-like steps on Au~110! for
different temperatures, together with the equilib-
rium almond island shapes ~thick curves!. As the
temperature rises, the aspect ratio initially de-
creases, then increases again, and finally diverges
when f (f50) decreases to zero. The energies
are expressed in meV/Å. The directions of the
@11¯0# and @001# steps are indicated by the ar-
rows.construction. It is less straightforward to see which portion
of the free-energy plot determines the length l of the almond.
Via the Wulff construction, the end points of the almond
shape correspond to the value of the free energy at the al-
mond angle f0 @see Fig. 11~b!#. For temperatures below 625
K, when f0 is at least a few degrees, f i(f0) is smaller than
f’(f0), and the length l, obtained from the Ising model, is
described most accurately by f i . For very high temperatures
(.625 K), however, when the island width decreases dras-
tically, the angle f0 also decreases and f’ , which is smaller
than f i for small angles, describes the length of the islands
most accurately. The temperature dependence of the almond
shapes will be treated further in Sec. V E.
D. Cusps in the free-energy plots: Sharp corners
in the equilibrium shape
Under normal circumstances, a polar-step free-energy plot
cannot contain cusps for T.0.38–41 However, in Fig. 12
there are several cusps. For the @11¯0#-step direction, f’
shows the typical minimum ~no cusp! for a step in a low-
index direction. By contrast, f i has a cusp-type maximum in
this direction. The reason for this is that in the parallel fluc-
tuation model the @11¯0# step cannot make any fluctuations.
Therefore f i(f50) is not a function of temperature, and it is
identical to the formation energy A2e111 /a . For the same
reason f’ has a cusp-type maximum for the @001# step direc-
tion, at a temperature-independent value of e [001]/2a . Also f i
has a cusp-type maximum for the @001#-step direction, but
unlike the previous cusps, this maximum is a function of
temperature. At first sight this may seem impossible, because
@001# steps can fluctuate in this model. The reason why there
is a cusp-type maximum is that the almond-shaped island is
not bounded by a single closed step, like the usual island, but
rather by two different ~111! steps. The cusplike maxima for
the @001#-step direction of the polar-step free-energy plot are
the points where the free-energy curves for the two ~111!
steps meet. The free energy of the Ising model shows exactly
the same shape as the parallel fluctuation model around this
cusp.205421In general, at nonzero temperatures, equilibrium island
shapes are continuously differentiable. For example, the
symmetric islands on Au~110! of Fig. 10 are rectangular only
at 0 K, but as soon as entropy comes into play, the corners
become rounded. However, the equilibrium shape of Fig.
11~b! does have sharp corners. This is a peculiar conse-
quence of the presence of a domain boundary in the sur-
rounding terrace, at each of those points. On both sides of the
domain boundary the steps can assume their most favorable
orientation, independent of each other. When we compare
steps at angles 1f and 2f to the @001# direction, the step
with more ~111!- than ~331!-step segments has a lower ~free!
energy than the other one with more ~331!- than ~111!-step
segments. Therefore, at any nonzero temperature, the steps
on both sides of the domain boundary will adopt an angle at
which they have more ~111!- than ~331!-step segments on
average. As a result, the steps will meet each other under a
nonzero angle at the domain boundary.
E. Temperature dependence of the symmetric Wulff
construction
The temperature dependence of the almond shape can be
seen in Fig. 13, together with the three models for the free
energy. Thin lines are the free-energy curves and thick lines
the island contours. The dotted lines represent the Ising
model and the parallel fluctuation approximation, and the
solid lines correspond to the perpendicular fluctuation ap-
proximation. As in Fig. 10, the inner contour of the curves
for the parallel and perpendicular fluctuation approximations
coincides with the Ising model on this scale. At zero tem-
perature, the three models coincide, and the island shape is
rectangular. Because the formation energy of perpendicular
fluctuations is very high, the free energy of steps in the
@11¯0# direction hardly changes when the temperature is
raised. The parallel fluctuations, however, set in at a much
lower temperature, and therefore f Ising and f i immediately
begin to decrease for all nonzero f . As a consequence, the
rectangle immediately changes into an almond and then be-
comes progressively shorter. As a result, the aspect ratio de--11
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tions becomes noticeable, and the width of the almonds
decreases. The aspect ratio diverges when f Ising ~and f’)
becomes zero, for steps in the @11¯0# direction. This behavior
of the aspect ratio is different from that of islands on a
simple rectangular surface, where the step free energies in all
directions vanish simultaneously. Usually, when the step free
energy vanishes for one of the main directions, the step free
energy for the other main direction also has to vanish, be-
cause its step fluctuations, which consist of excursions along
the first main direction, involve no additional free energy. On
the MRR surface, first the ~111!-step free energy vanishes.
The @001#-step free energy remains positive, because fluctua-
tions in a @001# step consist of equal lengths in ~111! and
~331! steps. The free energy of the @001# step vanishes only
when these fluctuations cost zero free energy, that is, when
the free energy of a ~111! step is equal to minus the free
energy of a ~331! step. The divergence of the aspect ratio, at
the temperature at which the ~111!-step free energy vanishes,
corresponds to a roughening transition of the @110# surface.
Figure 14 is a graph of the aspect ratio as a function of
temperature, obtained from the Ising model. The vertical line
is the asymptote at the roughening transition. Because the
model does not consider the deconstruction transition, these
results cannot be trusted at temperatures close to and above
the deconstruction temperature Td , which is believed to lie
between 654 K and 765 K.29,33,34,42,43 For the same reason,
the value of the roughening temperature of TR5673 K, ob-
tained here from the Ising model, should only be considered
as a coarse estimate of the true roughening temperature of
Au~110!, which is thought to be about 50 K above the de-
construction temperature.34
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we have considered the theory of equilibrium
shapes for two types of ~vacancy! islands on the (132)
missing-row reconstructed Au~110! surface. The first type,
which is metastable, can only be created artificially. It has an
asymmetric internal structure, with a ~331!-type step on one
side and a ~111!-type step on the other. Although the Wulff
point does not coincide with the center of the island, the
island shape observed in experiments is symmetric, which
shows that ~331! and ~111! kinks are equal in energy. We
have shown that an asymmetric polar-step free-energy plot
can indeed produce an island with a symmetry axis at a dis-
FIG. 14. Aspect ratio vs temperature for the almond shapes on
Au~110!. The aspect ratio first decreases and then goes to infinity at
the roughening transition.205421tance d from the Wulff point, if the free energy f (f) satisfies
f (p2f)5 f (f)12d cos(f) for every angle f .
We have calculated the step free energy with the two-
dimensional Ising model, where fluctuations of steps are al-
lowed both parallel and perpendicular to the missing-row
direction, and we have considered two approximations to the
step free energy, based on a one-dimensional solid-on-solid
model. One model considers only step fluctuations perpen-
dicular to the MR’s, while the other allows only step fluctua-
tions perpendicular to the MR’s. Due to the low formation
energy of parallel fluctuations, f i provides the best approxi-
mation to the step free energy for most step orientations.
Only steps very close to the perfect MR orientation are better
described by f’ .
The second, stable type of island that we considered, has
only ~111!-type steps. For these islands, the Wulff construc-
tion is symmetric. It is obtained by using only the ~111! part
of the full construction and mirroring it with respect to the
axis parallel to the MR direction, through the Wulff point. As
a function of temperature, the aspect ratio of these almond-
shaped islands first decreases, before it diverges at the rough-
ening temperature.
Monte Carlo calculations of the step free energy were
performed, in which both parallel and perpendicular fluctua-
tions were allowed, like in the Ising model. At each tempera-
ture the MC results accurately reproduce the results of the
Ising model and follow the inner contour of the two energy
curves, f i and f’ , obtained analytically for the parallel and
perpendicular fluctuation approximations.
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APPENDIX: MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
We used a Monte Carlo simulation for calculating the step
free energy as a function of temperature and orientation, al-
lowing all steps to have excursions parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the MR direction. An example of such a step is shown
in Fig. 7~a!. It consists of step segments in all four directions.
In the simulations, such configurations were generated for
long step sections, typically a few hundred lattice constants,
for each orientation, according to the Metropolis algorithm.44
To calculate the free energy of the step, it is enough to count
the number of occurrences NEi of just one of the possible
energy states Ei , for which the number of different configu-
rations CEi is known. The total free energy F of the step is
then
F5Ei1kT ln~NEi!2kT ln~CEi!2kT ln~Ntot!, ~A1!
where Ntot is the total number of step configurations gener-
ated in the simulation. It is straightforward to calculate the
total number of configurations with r-step segments to the
right, zero-step segments to the left, u-step segments upward,-12
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@1<p<min(d,r11) if d.0 and u50; 1<p<min(d,r) if d
.0 and u.0; p50 if d50] between the r horizontal step
segments where the step goes downward. These places can
be chosen in
S r11p D
ways. We have to distribute the d downward step segments
over these p places in such a way that on every place there is
at least one downward step segment. There are
S d21p21 D
possibilities to distribute them, except for the case p5d50.
Finally, there are r112p places left for the upward step
segments, which gives
S r2p1uu D
possibilities, except for the case r2p115u50. So the total
number of configurations with r step segments to the right,205421zero step segments to the left, u step segments upward, and d
step segments downward is
C5 (
p50
min(d ,r) S r11p D S d21p21 D S r2p1uu D . ~A2!
The simulation allows for both perpendicular and parallel
fluctuations, but the step configurations which are counted all
have the same fluctuation direction. It is now possible to
predict which step formation energy will occur most fre-
quently and can best be counted during the simulation. The
number of times that a configuration with energy Ei occurs
during the simulation is proportional to
NEi}CEie
2Ei /kT
. ~A3!
In this way it becomes possible to efficiently calculate the
free energy of long step sections, of, e.g., 600 lattice con-
stants. This is important, because a step of finite length has a
free energy per unit length, which is higher than that for an
infinitely long step with the same overall orientation, which
introduces a modest finite-size effect, as is visible in the
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